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Abstract
In this paper, we explore the efficacy of various stroke-based handwriting analysis strategies in

classifring Nepalese handwritten alphanumeric characters by using a template-based approach.
Writing units are variable from time to time, even within the drawings of a specific character from the
same user. Writing units include the properties of stroke such as, number, shape and size, order and
writing speed. We propose to use structural properties of writing samples having such variability in
writing units. We employ a "Dynamic Time Warping" (DTW) algorithm to align two on-line
handwritten strokes and to estimate the similarity. We use two different features for stroke
identification, a sequence of direction at every pen-tip position along the pen trajectory and inclusion
of pen-tip position with the direction as the feature of the stroke. For each fype of feature, two
different systems are trained by using both original and pre-processed samples. To evaluate the
system, we collected examples of 46 different alphanumeric characters from 25 Nepalese natives, and
then performed a series ofdifferent experiments. Use ofspecific-stroke pre-processing and a sequence
of both pen-tip position and slope at every position as a feature of a stroke, yield improved results,
which are confidently supported by a five-fold cross validation. The superiority of the present work
over several related works on Devanagari script, is the recognition ofstroke number and stroke order
free natural handwritten alphanumeric characters.

Keywords: Handwriting Recognition, Dynamic Time Warping, Clustering, Nepali.

1. Introduction
It is believed that Brahmins invented

Devanagari script in order to conceal knowledge
from the common person. Non-Brahmins were
not able to learn it due to the difficult nature of
the script, which enabled the Brahmins to
maintain their stranglehold over the non-
Brahmin races and crush them into a sub-human
existence. It was also adapted by many other
languages like Nepali, Hindi, Marathi and many
more also adapted it. In Nepali, there are 33 pure
consonants (vyanjan) and also half forms, 13
vowels (svar), 16 modifiers and 10 numerals. In
addition, consonants occur together in clusters,
often called conjunct consonants. Altogether,
there are more than 500 different characters.
According to the most recent official census,
conducted by His Majesty's Government of
Nepal in 2001, Nepali is the mother tongue for

11 million people around the world. Nepali is
written from left to right along a horizontal line.
Characters are joined by horizontal bars that
create an imaginary line by which Nepalese
texts are suspended, often called 'shirorekha'.

The single or double vertical line at the end of
writing represents a completeness of one
sentence, which is called 'pumaviram'. A few
samples of discrete handwritten alphanumeric
characters are shown in Fig. L A complete
sentence in natural handwriting format is shown
inFig.2.

The development and increase in popularity
of portable hand held computers and computing
devices such as PDAs (Personal Digital
Assistants), non-keyboards and non-keypads
based methods for inputting data are receiving
more interest in both academic and commercial
research communities. The most promising
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options are pen based and voice based inputs.
Pen based methods in inputting can be either
off-line or on-line. On-line natural pen based
input is the scope of this paper. Despite many
years of research in the field of handwriting
recognition technology, IT has not reached the
masses in many of the local languages. Nepali is
the one for instance. One can imagine how much
easier the people's lives will be if a portable
machine can understand what one writes either
in discrete or in natural handwriting mode. It is
certainly difficult to type addresses, memos, and
important information etc. by using existing
computers for those who are non-natives to
English, computer novices or feel inconvenience
in using a keyboard and keypad (old people). In
such a case, writing would be more clear and
easy to understand in their own local languages.
Therefore, a system having the intelligence in
recognizing the natural handwriting is a
desperate demand in the global market. Nepali
keyboards are cumbersome to use. However,
new pen tablets offer the possibility of online
handwriting, when combined with handwriting
recognition technology.

Writing with one's own style gives
unevenness in writing units, which produces
difficulties for correct recognition. Some of
these are:

a. Many of the 46 letters are similar.
b. Strokes may vary in direction in

different peoples' writing styles.
c. The number and order of strokes are

variable even within a specific letter.
d. Writings can be tilted by some angle

with respect to the horizontal line.
The shape of a specific sequence
(stroke) may vary.
The speed in writing varies from time to
time, which ultimately affects the length
ofthe sequence.

Even though, writing units vary widely, the
information is the same. This is how this script
is different from western scripts and is
considered as a cursive script. Analyzing such a
composition of strokes is a challenging problem.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the possible drawings of the
first consonant '6' from some of the users, in
which the variation of writing units is explored
from one drawing to another. The fundamental
property of natural handwriting, which makes
recognition possible, is that differences between
different drawinss of different letters are more

significant than differences between different
drawings of the same letter. This paper uses an
idea of analyzing letters on a stroke-by-stroke
basis. The cursive nature of the script,
unevenness in writing styles and lack of writing
skill are the major factors in aiding difficulties
in correct recognition, which are considered in
this task.
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Figure I A few samples of Nepali natural
discrete handwritten alphanumeric characters.
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Figure 3 Shows the variation in writing units

within a consonant 'EF' from different users. Not

only is the number of strokes within a character,
but also their order is variable. The encircled
coordinates are the starting points ofthe strokes.

To the best of our knowledge, few works
have been done on Devanagari script. Most
works has concentrated on orinted and offline
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Figure 2 A sample
sentence.
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characters in Devanagari script t1l, tl 11, tl2l.
However, Connell et al. [4] have a contribution
to online character recognition in Devanagari
script that uses many nearest neighbor classifiers
to support a traditional Hidden Markov Model.
Dynamic Programming has enjoyed success in
many applications from speech recognition to
character recognition, where computational time
is not an issue. As there are very few
contributions that exist for Devanagari script, a
perfect comparison is not made. A template-
based approach is not a new step in the
handwriting recognition field [3]. However, the
application and the skill in using the strategies
within are new.

Different systems use a variety of different
techniques to extract features from online
handwriting and to pre-process as well [2], !al.
The techniques used in one system may not
exactly fit the other systems as writing styles
vary from one script to another. For instance,
writing Nepali is different from English. Fig. 3
shows natural handwritten alphanumeric
characters from a few users, which give an idea
of writing Nepali. Most of the tasks considered
size normalization before extracting features to
enhance the accuracy [5], [6], [0]. Based on
these, it proves that quality feature selection and
data pre-processing affect the whole process of
the system. Nevertheless, difficulties arise in
selecting standard strategies for both feature
selection and pre-processing.

This paper provides possible solutions of
these above mentioned difficulties, which are
explained systematically in the following
sections. Section 2 provides the template-based
on-line recognition framework, including both
learning and testing modules. Section 3 provides
a series of experimental results and their
comparisons among the classifiers. Error
analysis and classihers' limitations are
explained in section 4. Section 5 concludes the
whole task along with the future directions.

2. Recognition System Design
2.1 Temporal Information

The temporal or dynamic information of
on-line handwriting consists of number of
strokes, order ofstrokes, and direction ofwriting
for each stroke and speed. A series of strokes
following the trajectory of the pen-tip's position,
is presumed to produce a complete letter. A
single stroke is defrned as the sequence of

horizontal and vertical coordinates occurring
between the consecutive pen down and pen up
movement, which is ordered by time. Dynamic
and digitized representations of data are
collected at the sampling rate of 20 Hz by using
a Graphite Tablet (WACOM Co.Ltd): model-
ET-0405A-U, US patent, which is working
under 5V DC and 40 mA. The main measuring
precision of the graphite/digitizing tablet is
characterized by resolution, accuracy and
sampling rate. Finer resolution is received with
the higher sampling rate, which can accurately
measure the fast strokes while the reverse is the
case for rough resolution.

2.2 Stroke Pre-processing
Complete and quality data are the key

factors for gaining excellent performance in
handwritten character classification. Real world
data generally are incomplete (missing values,
missing attributes and so on), noisy (containing
effors or outliers, hooks, cusps and so on) and
inconsistent (containing discrepancies in codes
or names). Several tasks are concerned with pre-
processing technique such as, data cleaning, data
integration, data transformation, data reduction,
and data discretization. Data transformation
includes both normalization and aggregation.
We utilize some simple strategies, consisting of
size normalization and noise elimination.

2,2.1 Size normalization
Many researchers demonstrated the use and

importance of the technique. Because of variable
size of writing samples (sometimes very big and
sometimes very small), it is necessary to transfer
a complete character into a standard window.
The newly designed window size for every
character is:

x - x
. r  :  ' ' n  ( . r  - . r  . )+ . r

n c w  x  _ x  m a \  m l n  m l n
max mrn  

( r )

v - v
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-  - m r n  
( 1  . - l ' . . ) + r ' . .' n c r ' - m a x - m l n - m ' n

v  - v
' max ' mln

w h e r e .  x  .  y  a n d  x , y  a r e  t h e
- 

max - max mln 
- mln

maximum and minimum values extracted from
all strokes of the character along the x-axis and
y-axis. respectively. *.,n, = 0, x-u*. : l . and

v = 0. v = I . sives the size of the new
t  m in '  "  mar '
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standard window in which every writing sample
resides.

2.2.2 Noise/Cusp Elimination
In cursive handwriting, it is very difficult to

identify and eliminate the noisy sequences.
However, this paper eliminates cusps or
undesirable hooks at ascenders and descenders
of the stroke, based on the nature of slopes. A
few coordinates in a sequence, which produces a
hook or cusp, is chopped by the use of angles
among 8-12 2D coordinates in both ascender
and descender, if the angles change drastically
(80"-100" is considered). The successive tangent
angles are checked for this pu{pose along the
sampled coordinates. We used only a few
coordinates for cusp determination because it
did not carry any information about the
character but helped in changing the shape of
the symbol to another (discussed later), which
was unintentional. It happened mostly in tremor
handwritings. A sample of cusp formation and
elimination is demonstrated in Fie. 4.

Cusp Elimination

Figure 4 The encircled sequence of coordinates
demonstrates a sample of a cusp, formed by p1,
p2 and p3 (local points). Along the points p0
pl and p2, there is an infinitesimal change in
successive slopes and similarly alongp3, p4, p5
and p6 while a drastic change in the angle from
point p2 gives a cusp. Therefore, the sequence is
chopped from p3 to the last point of the
sequence.

2.3 Feature Extraction
The main goal of feature extraction is to

extract sufficient information in such a way that
one stroke is completely distinguished from
others. The number of strokes, their shape and
size, and their directions are the basic feafures,
which are of interest. In Nepali, at least fwo
strokes are utilized, one is for text and next the
one is for shirorekha.

To illustrate it mathematically, consider
a character C- , consisting of a number of

strokesS., and its label l, from the t 'h-user is:

c. =(s, , r  )  Q)
A set of m-strokes is:

S ,  = [S , . , ,S , , 2 , . . . ,S , , _ ]  t l l

Let us take theTth-stroke. It can be expressed as:

s , . ,  = [ P  
.  . , ' P , . i . 2 " " ' P  i . t . t f  l 4 l

where, P,.j,r:(x,, i,o,y,,i,t) '  This task extracts

two different features from the same temporal
information; only the sequence of slopes along
the sequence of 2D coordinates is taken in the
first part, whereas inclusion of the pen-tip's
position is taken in the second part.

F , ' ,  =L f  (P ,  
, , .  P , . , . r \ ' - f  (P , . . , . r 'P , . i . r ) " " ' r s r

f  (  P, . , - ,  , 'P, . , - , \ l
F , l ,  = l (  p , , , .  - [  (  p , . i . , .  p , . , . r l \ . (  p , . , . r .  f  (  P, . , . r , ,0 , ,

p , . , . r 11 ) . . . . . (  p , . , . , , .  f  (  p , . , . ,  r  .  p i .  r . /  ) ) ]

( Y  - Y  )
where.  . f (p.q l=arctanl  

" :  
I  is  used as a

\ r o - * ,  )

tangent function, which is also referred to by
symbol 0 later. Fig. 5 shows an example of
how we extracted features from an on-line
sample sequence. This task utilizes the
directional property ofthe sequence and thereby
no angle correction is needed even though the
writings are tilted by some angle either to the
left or to the risht.

Figure 5 A sample of graphical demonstration
of the information captures from the pen-tip
position along the pen trajectory on the left and
the sequence of tangents along the sequence of
successive coordinates on the right.

1
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Dist.(l,t) : 14.56 Dist.(t,?) - 96.34

tr'igure 6 Illustrates fwo numeral pairs, which
are aligned to determine their similarity using
the DTW algorithm. Based on the smallest
global distance, the left pair is similar, but not
the right pair. Each circle in a string represents a
feature event.

2.4 Clustering
Clustering refers to the process of

organizing strokes into groups whose members
are similar in some way. A cluster is therefore a
collection of strokes, which are "similar" while
"dissimilar" strokes belong to other clusters. As
the similarity between the strokes is estimated
by a distance measuring technique, this is called
distance based clustering. This paper employed
scalable and efficient single-linkage agglomera-
tive hierarchical clustering, which produces a
series fusion of cluster in a hierarchical fashion.

Use of a local distance metric for
variable sizes feature vector sequences leads to
lower accuracy. Therefore, Euclidean distance is
a brittle distance measure [9] and produces
pessimistic results. We propose to use a DTW
algorithm at the cost of computational
complexity, which overcomes the shortcomings
of local distance metrics in terms of similarity
determination. As compared to the cost of time
complexity in local distance metric; o(n), DTW
has a high o(n2). However, some cases, lower
bounding techniques can be applied to reduce it
to the possible smallest value. The possibility of
aligning two different non-linear sequences is
enjoyed by this task, which is not possible by
other local distance metrics. Strictly speaking, a
Euclidean distance metric is used only for
aligning two linear sequences. The time required
to align two different non-linear sequences is
completely based on their lengths (number of
coordinates in sequences). The larger the
number of coordinates in the sequences, the
slower is the speed to align. The bottleneck of
DTW lies in its time complexify, which impedes
the applications of DTW to a high degree.
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To illustrate mathematically, consider two
feature vector sequences I and B of size N and
M respectively. At first, we construct a matrix
of N x M . d(n,m) is an element of the local

distance metric (Euclidean distance) between the

events e7 and eB, which can be expressed as:

d(n ,m)  =

D(n,m) is the global distance upto (n,m):

D(n,  m\  = d(n.  n\  + min lD( n -  l .  n  -  l ) . , r ,

D(n -l,m),D(n,m -1)l

with an init ial conditionD(l,l)=d(1,1). The

global distance betweenl andB is:
Dist.(A,B) = D(N,M) (e)

This is often called the DTW-matching
score in the recognition process. It estimates
how similar they are. Two feature vector
sequences are said to be similar if the global
distance in between them is smaller than from
other pairs. Fig. 6 illustrates graphically that the
similarity is estimated based on the distance
calculation in between the two classes of
numerals. We merge these two strokes and frnd
a new cluster. Here a cluster represents a stroke.
This new cluster is the representative of these
merged clusters, which is computed by
averaging clusters' members pair-wise via the
use of a discrete warping path along the
diagonal DTW-matrix [3]. It is repeated until it
reaches the stopping threshold (cluster
threshold). The value of the threshold gives the
number of cluster representatives after
clustering. The cluster threshold is equal to the
number of complete letters employed because
writing styles of one drawing is different from
others.

Clustering is done for each class of
alphanumeric character separately. Fig. 7 shows
a simple hierarchy of clustering associated with
the first consonant 'zn'. For the sake of

convenience in classification, we designed each
frame for each class of alphanumeric characters.

(7)
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Figure 7 A sample of a simple hierarchy of

clustering (class-'tF'), along with the significant

cluster threshold is demonstrated.

3 Classifi cation/Recognition
Frames are grouped into two categories:

single-stroke-frame and multi-stroke-frame,
based on the number of strokes used to make a
complete letter. Therefore, 36 classes of
characters are grouped under multi-stroke-frame
(at least two strokes are used to make a
character), whereas l0 classes of numerals are
grouped under single-stroke-frame (only one
stroke is used to complete a numeral).
Recognition of a test letter requires specific
stroke pre-processing and the extracting oftheir
feafures separately as in a training procedure.
The recognition process starts with feature
matching of a test stroke with every stored
template using Dynamic Programming. The
feature matching process is carried out only after
the determination of the number of strokes in a
test letter. If the number of strokes is only one,
feature matching takes place with the templates
of single-stroke-frame, otherwise with the
templates of multi-stroke-frame. The test stroke
is said to be matched with the template, from
which the smallest global distance is produced.
Therefore, the matched template is the
recognized stroke. A complete letter is
recognized once all the strokes are identified.
Practically, consider a matrix M of size I x J
where, 1 represents the total number of test
strokes and -/ represents all the templates from
either one-stroke-frame or multi-stroke-frame.
Let lms,,, be the DTW-lowest matching score

and w., - be a weight from the ith-test stroke in the

7*-frame respectively, then letter's label Z is
recognized as:

Thammasat Int. J. Sc. Tech., Vol. 12, No. 1, January-March 2007

where the value of the weight w . - is equal to

the number of DTW-matching scores in theT'h-
frame below the designed threshold from the
matching of the i'n-test feature. The value of
weight is different from one frame to another
because one frame includes different templates
from others. The least DTW-matching score
plus the fixed constant number is the threshold
value, such that templates having similar
features with the test stroke remain below it.
There may be a chance of nil matching score in
some frames below the designed threshold, if so,
the classifier puts an earmark for those frames at
this instant, but considers the recognition of
other letters. The condition for the frames to be
included in classification is that every frame
should contain at least one matching score
below the designed threshold in every test stroke
matching. Otherwise the classifier does not
include those frames for that particular test
character.

For better understanding, take a two-stroke
test letter 'o'. Firstly, the system determines
what number of strokes are employed to
complete the test letter. Based on this, it is
identified as a character because two strokes are
employed and hence the feature-matching
process begins only in the multi-stroke frames in
the second step. Both test feafures independently
are aligned with every template of every class of
character. The DTW-lowest matching score
from every frame is determined, as well as the
least DTW-matching score from each test stroke
matching, to design the threshold. The
recognizer calculates the sum of the two
separate fractions of the DTW-lowest matching
scores and their particular weights from every
class ofcharacter. The character is recognized as
'o' only when the sum of two of these separate
fractions of DTW-lowest matching scores and
their particular weights from 16th-frame ('o') is
minimum from that of other frames, otherwise it
is misclassified.

4. Experiments and Results
Building a writer independent natural

handwriting recognition system was our interest
from the beginning ofthis task. It encouraged us
to collect a wide range of writing styles from
many of the users. No directions, constraints and
limitations were given to the users in their
writing styles, but they were encouraged to write

lms
Z = arsminF '' '

r - j  
I  wi. i

(10)
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vertically along the horizontal line. Data were
collected from 25 Nepalese natives, where each
has written two times per class. Altogether, 46

classes of alphanumeric characters were taken to

examine (31 consonants,5 vowels and l0

numerals). For training the recognition system,
15 out of 25 users were employed, i.e. 1380
alphanumeric characters, and the remaining l0
users were used for testing, i.e. 920
alphanumeric characters.

We investigated the influence of the use of
specific stroke pre-processing and different
features by testing both training and testing
samples based on recognition accuracies. In
addition, this task determined the effects on
recognition within the possible combinations of
pre-processing and features. For each feature,
two separate systems were built by the original
and pre-processed samples. Feature

event'. .f , 
= 0, is used in Table l, where a higher

error rate was observed in the original samples
than in pre-processed, at 13.37o/o as apposed to
11.63%.In a similar manner, Table2 shows the
error rates of the classihers with

f  =(x.v .d )  as the feature event ,  in  which
' t  ,  "  |  |

the predicted error rates for pre-processed

samples was 10.21o/o, just above 27o less than

for originals.

Cusp Fomation

'0  
0.5 1 0 t l .5 1

Figure 8 An effect of cusp elimination is
demonstrated in correct classification' After

cusp elimination, fr is never confused with 3T.

The confusion takes place without cusp
elimination.

Figure 9 A pair of similar natural drawings of
two different classes of characters. Human eyes
are also confused.

Looking into overall experimental results,
recognition rates are higher in the systems with
pre-processed samples when either one of two
feafures is used. On the other hand, the system

*ith feature event'. f , 
= (x 

,, ! ,, d, ) lerformed

better than the system with feature event:

f,=0,, either in original samples or in pre-

processed. Considering the systems with four
possible combination of either original or pre-
processed samples with two different features,
the system combined with stroke pre-processing
and inclusion of a sequence of pen-tip position

with directions as a feature of a stroke, yielded

improved results. This was proved by the use of

five-fold cross validation, which is shown in

Table 4, where two better classifiers were
considered from Table 1 and Table 2. It was
predicted that two classifiers using separate
features for pre-processed samples performed
significantly differently with 95o/o confidence
(using one tailed T-test). Recognition rates are
encouraging, analogical and competitive in

comparison to previous works [7] and [8]' The

recognition speed varies from one test character
to another, depending on a number of factors-
As the prototype classifier uses matching
techniques to identii/ the stroke with the help of
the DTW algorithm, the primary factors to affect
the recognition speed are, number of strokes

within the test character, number of templates,

and size of the feature vector sequence.
Therefore, the task provides an average of

recognition speed. In addition, it is largely
affected by the feature (one-dimensional:

f, = 0, and two-dimensional: .f, = (x,,y,,0,))

and samples (original and pre-processed). The
average recognition speed is 25 seconds per

character for a one-dimensional feature while
just above 30-35 seconds for a two-dimensional
character.
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5. Discussion
The investigation identihes major problems

faced as well as misrecognized alphanumeric
characters and their reasons. Table 3 analyzes
the errors observed in all experiments. We
received a little higher recognition rate in pre-
processed samples, as it is expected.
Nevertheless, difficulties arose with pre-
processing because the improvement of one
class of alphanumeric character sometimes leads
to the deterioration of another. For example,
chopping cusps at ascender and descender
sometimes changes the shape of the writing such
as: 3T-+A E-)q E-+q 6-_)d and A-+d etc..

Thammasat Int. J. Sc. Tech., Vol. 12, No. l, January-March 2OO7

whereas reverse confusions (a severe problem in
previous task [7]) are reduced signihcantly,
which is shown in Fig. 8. It demonstrates the
graphical illustration of the effect of specific
stroke pre-processing (chopping cusps) towards
correct recognition. Similarity in between the
alphanumeric characters, is one of the biggest
difficulties in Nepali, a cursive script. Some of
the similar characters'pairs are: iF<-)$',
qeE,6 eE,  z Ieg,  ee6,  gTeH, deFT,
qeq,  dea,  ?Teq,  qeq,  TIef l ,  5<_)5,
6€)4, and o<)v etc. An average error rate of
6.3 o/o was received under similarity problems.

Tabfe I Error rates of the classihers having feature ( f , -, 0,)

Dataset
Char.
Type

Test
Chars.

Original Samples Pre-Drocessed Samples

Misrecog.
Chars.

Avg.

Err.
Misrecog.

Chars.
Avg.

Err.

Training
Consonant 930 34 03.65%\

03.69%
- ) l 03.34%)

03.40%Vowel 150 I J 08.67%\ I J 08.67%)
Numeral 300 04 01.34%) 03 0r.00%)

Test
Consonant 620 98 t 5.80%)

13.37%
84 3.54%)

11.63%Vowel 100 I 7 17.00%) t 8 8.00%)
Numeral 200 08 04.00%) 05 02.50%\

Recognition Speed: An average of 25 Sec./Char.

Table 2 Error rates of the classifiers having feature: f ,:(x,,!,,0,)

Dataset
Char.
Type

Test
Chars.

Original Samples Pre-processed Samples

Misrecog.
Chars.

Avg.
Err.

Misrecog.
Chars.

Avg.
Err.

Training
Consonant 930 26 (02.79%l

02.60%
19 (02.04%)

02.02%Vowel 1 5 0 08 (0s.34%) 07 (04.67%)
Numeral 300 02 (00.67%\ 02 (00.67%)

Test
Consonant 620 95 fi5.32%\

t2.50%
78 (t2.s8%)

t021%Vowel 100 14 (14.00%) t2 (12.00%)
Numeral 200 06 (03.00%) 04 (02.00%\

Recognition Speed: An average of 30-35 Sec./Char.
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Figure 10 A sample of a character having
diminished descender (left) and its effect in

classification is demonstrated. In effect, 4 is

confused with 6.

The addition of l0 classes of numerals to
36 classes ofcharacters in a system did not have
any effect in recognition, even though the
number of classes increased, because numerals
and characters were categorized in separate
frames, based on the number of strokes required
to complete a letter. Due to this, problems of
some numerals having features similar with

characters l ike, l)8, te-+6, q-+6, 1-+T etc.

were eliminated. Nevertheless, the numerals
with more than one stroke were misrecognized,
which were very few in this dataset (approx.
2o/o). Among confusing pairs, some of the test
samples were not readable for humans too. A
confusing pair of samples is shown in Fig. 9.
Interestingly, misrecognized test samples were
given to humans to read to know whether they
were readable. In addition, handwritings with
tremor produced diminished ascenders or
descenders, and sometimes very long descenders
made systems confusing. Fig. l0 shows a
sample with diminished descender. Along with
these problems, a classifier could not recognize
the letter with rewriting strokes, which were
used to complete previous strokes at the end of
the writing (Fig. 1l). Individually speaking,
rewriting strokes did not contain any
information about the symbol in Nepali
characters and no templates of such strokes are
stored. Miswriting characters did not provide
even the rough shape ofthe particular character,
but only the collection of strokes. It badly
affected the performance of the classifiers. Some
of the rejected samples are under the
miscellaneous elror type, because their actual
type could not be identified.

Despite using a pre-processing technique

and quality feature: -f , 
-- (x,, !,, e,),

had higher error rates than other types. As the
proposed prototype classifiers are limited to
handwritings with tremor, children's handwrit-
ings, and writing with insignificant number of
strokes for completing the previous strokes
(rewriting strokes), error rates are hxed for
characters with rewriting strokes and miswriting
for every classifier, which are |.4loh and l.95Vo
respectively. However, the possibility of
reducing the error rate on tremor handwriting is
explored.

Figure 11 shows two samples of rewriting
strokes. The third stroke is used to complete the
first stroke in order to separate these characters
from other similar characters by drawing a

stroke at the end i.e., to isolate tF from tF'(left)

and lT from fi (right).

6. Conclusions and Future Directions
The proposed template-based on-line

Nepalese natural handwritten alphanumeric
character recognition is demonstrated through a
series of experiments manipulating two factors
in 2x2 design. The first evaluation factor is the
inclusion of a pre-processing step incorporating
specific knowledge about the Nepalese alphanu-
meric characters. The second factor is the set of
features used for stroke identification. The
highest recognition rates are 88.37% and
89.79% for pre-processing samples from the

systems using feature events: f , 
= (x ,, ! ,,0,)

and f,=0, along with the stroke's sequence'

respectively. The question of which feature is
the best feature, is answered by cross validation.
The inclusion of pen-tip positions with the
directions along the pen trajectory as a feature
provided more information about the stroke to
the classifier than from only the sequence of
directions. Therefore, the classifier combining
specific stroke pre-processing with the sequence
of positions and directions of the stroke as the
feature, performed better than other systems

8.5

alphanumeric characters with similar features
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having different combinations. The four systems
with different combinations are shown in Table
1 and TabIe 2. In addition, pre-processed
writings reduce much confusion for either of the
two features. The recognition speed of the
classifier is longer as it uses the DTW algorithm.
It is based on the length of the feature vector
sequences and it consumes time accordingly.
For a one-dimensional feature event: f , = e,, it

is less, while longer for a two-dimensional
c a s e f t = ( x , , ! , , 0 , ) .

Extracting structural features of hooks,
loops and intersection will achieve a possible
further improvement. Moreover, we expect that
the recognition rate of the natural handwritings
would be improved by combining the spatial
information about the strokes within a character
(Fig. 12) with the strategies mentioned above,
which is one of our future plans. Building a
syllable level recognition system in Nepali is our
aim with a reliable and competitive design.
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Table 3 for lassifrersError Twe fbr all c est Data

Err. Type
Oripinal Samoles Pre-processed Samples

f  = 0
t

No. ofChars.

- f  ,  =  (x , , ! , ,0 , )

No. of Chars.

f  - -e

No. of Chars.

" f  ,  =  (x , , ! , ,0 , )

No. of Chars.

Similar features 69 (01.s0%) 63 (06.84%) 54 (0s.86%) 46 (05.00o/o)

Diminishing and very long
descendersor descenders

t6 (0t.73%) t6 (ot.73%) r5 (01.63%) t3 (01.4t%)

Rewriting strokes t3 (0t.41%) 13 (0r.4r%) 13 (0r.41%) t3 (01.41%)

Miswriting r8 (01.e5%) l8  (01.95%) 18 (01.95%) r8 (01.95%)

Miscellaneous
(Not ldentified)

07 (00.76%) 0s (00j4%) 07 (00.76%) 04 (00.43%)

Table 4 Error rates: five-fold cross validation for two classifiers having separate feature events:
( -f, = 0, and 7, = 1x,,t,,0,)) using pre-processed samples.

Feature Event I ) 3 4 5 Averase Std. Dev.
f  = e 11.09% 11.74% t2 .6 r% 1r.96% 13.05% 12.09% 0.763

- f  ,  
=  (x , , ! , ,0 , ) 09.57% tr.09% ll.740A l r . 3 t% tt.53% 11.05% 0.861
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